
                    Adventure #23: Mountain of the Black Wind 
 

 

Three days after leaving Nduvo, the investigators arrive at the outskirts of the Corrupt Ground 

where the Carlyle Expedition supposedly perished. 

  

The jungle has been hot, sticky and treacherous, but insects keep their distance from the 

chameleon, Who.  But once close to the Corrupted Ground, a viscous fog curls around the 

ground, and the jungle sounds fade. Their guide Okumo whispers that it is a cursed place, and the 

warriors that accompany them are hesitant to even set foot near. The foliage assumes strange 

shapes and twisted patterns, the vines warped into bulging green and gray shapes almost like 

rotting tentacles. 

 

 
 

Stepping timidly across thick roots, it is Father Salvatore and Chad Slambody who first see a 

strange face lurking in the underbrush, nestled among the roots of a dying tree. Edging closer, 

Chad and Okumo spot several bright green snakes writhing around a statue’s head that gazes out 

from the shadows.  

 



 
 

Green mambas, Okumo says, but then the snakes suddenly dart forward! Chad destroys one with 

a quick shotgun blast, but Father Salvatore is struck in the leg by another. He staggers away, 

screaming, but several more shots later the snakes are dead. However, the corrupt ground is alive 

with a distant _slithers_, hisses, and the promise of more aggressive reptilians. Okumo insists 

that nothing should live in the Corrupt Ground, and that this is highly unnatural.  The group 

should leave at once. They agree, and do not search it further. 

 

Father Salvatore is badly hurt by the snake venom, but Okumo is able to brew a tonic to help 

him, and Lester Cobblebottom applies his medical knowledge to extract the poison. If poisonous 

snakes were not bad enough, by the next day, Chang and Father Salvatore have also acquired 

mild fevers, and once again, Okumo tries to brew medicine and salves to ease their discomfort. It 

is not malaria or anything so serious, but they will feel ill for several days. 

 

A crescent moon is nigh, and from experience (especially with Chang's previous testimony) 

these cults prefer to indulge their ceremonies under such a furtive light. The first night after 

leaving the Corrupt Ground, Chad spots dim, bobbing firelight in the distant jungle, but does not 

alert anyone, and the light soon vanishes. The next morning, Okumo finds tracks and tells them 

that a large number of people have been traveling in this direction. They begin to follow the 

loose trail of snapped twigs and trampled plants. 

 

That afternoon, while still quite distant from the black mountain looming over the tree tops, the 

group hears faint chattering. It is a mish-mash of Swahili and other tongues, but they cannot 

discern any clear words. They creep forward slowly, while Ma'moud clings fearfully to their Gas 

Mule/Camel. 

 



 
 

There! A sentry is spotted in the boughs of a yucca tree, nearly forty feet off the ground. A hill 

rises up before the investigators, and they soon spot another sentry on a rocky outcropping above 

them. The investigators are huddled together under thick underbrush, and discuss their options. It 

is finally decided, with a rather ingenious plan on the part of Lester Cobblebottom, that Chad 

should shimmy forward (naked as his name day) while Chang quietly circumvents the scout on 

the rock and eliminates him from behind. However, they detect even louder chattering they heard 

originally. There are more men concealed somewhere else. 

 



 
 

Taking their time, and maximizing the stark shadows from the canopy, Chad and Chang move 

into position while the others wait. Chang shimmies up another tree to inspect the hilltop and is 

disgusted to see the remains of a horrid ritual: bones and skulls are lashed together into a grisly 



shrine. He then spots six more Kenyans trotting behind the hill. He scampers down, and eases up 

the hill, until he is behind the sentry on the rock. Likewise, Chad Slambody crawls panther-like 

up the yucca tree, a knife clenched in his teeth and a shotgun strapped to his naked, glistening 

back. Chad has a clear view of the sentry's undercarriage peeking through his loincloth, and has 

momentary regrets about having to kill him. 

 

However, that does not stop Chad from rising up, plunging the Tooth of Amon Re into the man's 

larynx, and watching him plummet to the ground in a spurting trail of blood and smashed tree 

limbs. Chang does the same, but the sentry is not killed by the initial blow. He falls away, and 

Chang is forced to swipe several more times before cutting him down. 

 

But by now, the other voices have risen in volume and intensity. Chad begins climbing down, 

and has nearly set foot on the ground when he sees several men shoving through the undergrowth 

toward him! He scampers partway up, even as they point and shriek and let loose with crude 

arrows, which either sink into the tree trunk or are shrugged away by Chad's golden-hard flesh. 

(DR 2 saved him so, so many times from nitpicking damage) 

 

The others maneuver closer for a clear line of sight to seven or eight men charging across a 

shallow creek. They're not all Kenyan either: at least one is Asian, and another Arab, and all of 

them bear sharpened prangas. Chad uses the tree for protection and whips out the shotgun, 

blasting one attacker in the chest. But it is Chang who evens the odds more than anyone. Even as 

he scrambles down the hill, he is pulling out a stick of dynamite, calculating how much wick to 

pinch off, and then it is lit, aimed and thrown into their midst! 

 

A harrowing explosion rocks the ground. A flash of fire and dirt and screams, and five cultists 

are blown in every direction. Survivors charge up the hill toward Father Salvatore and one of the 

warriors from Nduvo, while others launch themselves at Lester, Chad, Okumo, and everyone 

else. Spears fly, more bullets are released, and the afternoon is split by screams of pain. Chang 

jogs back to the hilltop to assist his friends, but two sharp retorts suddenly ring out! A bullet 

tears through an arm, and he spins to see two rifle-bearing Arab snipers at the top of a small 

waterfall. 

 

Father Salvatore slides down on his tummy, using boulders as cover, and manages to snipe back 

at the two Arabs with his shotgun, plucking them off the rock before they can inflict any more 

damage. As quickly as the battle begun, it is over. Dust and smoke fill the air along with the 

coppery taint of new blood, but the party is relatively uninjured (aside from Chang's wounded 

arm). 

 

Bolstering their courage, they reload weapons and trudge onward, knowing that the worst is yet 

to come. 

 

By evening, many hours and miles later, they find themselves walking up an incline to the crest 

of a long ridge. Trees and bushes line the ridge, but before they reach the crest, they clearly hear 

distant rhythmic chanting. Debating what to do, and a few of them finally crawl forward and 

peek through, and are dismayed by the sight: 



 

Ten thousand people fill a valley below them.  

 

At least ten-thousand, possibly more. It is almost like a gathering for a festival. Tents dot the 

valley floor. Groups mill about: African, Indonesian, European and more.  Some people are 

chained to poles, most likely sacrifices for the looming ritual, and Chang at least has seen this 

scenario three times now: once in the Ju-Ju House in NY, once at Gavigan's estate in London, 

and once beneath Giza, with the summoning of the Black Sphinx.  

 

The investigators watch for a long time, trying to discern any kind of pattern, anything that 

stands out as a central base, anything or anyone that might indicate what will happen next, but 

the general feeling culled from their surveillance is one of waiting.  Drums begin beating at a fast 

tempo from hundreds of drummers, filling the valley with a reverberating thump. They debate 

entering the valley and joining the cultists, because the investigators do not significantly differ in 

reappearance.  Although predominantly black, many of the participants are still Caucasian. 

 

 
 

They wait even longer, anxious and very, very worried, until night falls, and gloom spreads 

across the valley floor. The sun sinks behind the mountain, haloing it with a ball of red fire, and 

then it slowly vanishes as a crescent moon rises. Bonfires are lit, torches flicker to life as 

anticipation rises, and then the drums come to a halt... 

 

...as a female figure walks out onto a hidden ledge on the mountain itself, a hundred feet above 

the valley floor, and raises her arms to the blackening sky... 

 



 
 

 

And there we stopped. 

 

 


